Assisted Migration Services
Assisted Migrations: The Cost Effective Way
to Deliver a Successful Outcome
Many of our customers have cost constraints and want to
use their own IT staff to perform their archive migration
where possible. However, successful archive migrations
require significant domain experience and expertise,
and involve many actions that must be taken to ensure
optimal throughput, a seamless user experience and
a successful outcome. So, can this be done?
Yes – using Transvault’s Assisted Migration Service.

Transvault’s Assisted Migration service is designed to give
cost-effective project set-up support, enabling your
customer to use their own team to complete the project
with support available if and when you need it.
Using our Transvault Sprint and PST-Insight platforms,
in-house IT teams can lead their migration, confident
in the knowledge that the migration process has been
designed, configured and tested by our experienced
migration consultants.

“We’re committed to using our
extensive migration expertise to
deliver the best migration outcome
for our customers.”
Joseph Whitmore
Director of Global Services at Transvault

Key benefits

Why Transvault Assisted
Migrations are the best choice
1

World-leading experience

2

14 years’ development and
project expertise

4

Full chain-of-custody
and message auditing
Ensuring legally defensible
migrations

Expert migration consultants
100% focused on successful
client outcomes

5

Fixed priced service
Removing the financial risk

3

Fast, eﬃcient migrations
Enabling quicker ROI

How it works

Migration is a process,
never a problem.
Assisted Migration Process
Transvault migration consultants work with with
our customers to deliver:
•	
An Optimal Design and Architecture
We fully design and architect the migration
process and environment
• Expert Configuration
We configure the source and target connections
and set up the migration policy (or policies)
•	
A Test Pilot
We migrate and check an initial group of test users

•	
Knowledge Transfer
We share our expertise to empower the designated
staﬀ to complete the migration
•	
Empowered Migration
Your customer is now ready to take the lead
on their migration
Supported migrations include:
• Email Archive Migrations
• PST Migrations

“We hit the timelines, we got the data out,
we never had to go back and say, ‘Oh man,
we messed up, we need to reimport some
data’. Everything is there, everything is
smooth, the business has been operating
in Office 365 for a while now, and there
are no issues.”
Gene Glekel
VP of Technology at Cresa
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